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Big hoar�ost stars come with a �sh of shadow . . .
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Intertidal

Twice a day, the pageantry
repeats: high tide eddies out,
leaving hard-packed sand,

              the bay’s debris,

twined in marsh grass. Under
dri�wood, treasure abounds.
So, too, the forgotten plastic

              shovel, broken

bottle, �ip-�op sandal from
Brazil. How far it has traveled
in tendrils of seaweed, motion

              of moon, water

delivering bones, stones, shells
of snails and crabs and clams,
some cracked, some translucent,

              intact, waiting

for the next inhabitant: whelk,
periwinkle, hermit crab. I, too,
feel like an eremite. One cold
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              morning, I fail

to �nd anything I’ve lost in the
wrack, despite my silent search.
Give me strike that. Fetch up

              a sign—any sign.
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A Nest

In autumn we found a wren’s empty nest,
nested in the berry canes, a tangled braid,
braid of grass, bark and twigs, made for rest,
rest and nurture, sheltered in deep shade
that shelters nothing now, “A reminder,
memento mori,” you said, and made a space
(another space!) among our books and clutter;
our cluttered shelf the tiny home’s new place,
re-placed from spring’s earthy, vegetal shade,
it casts a shade-�lled reverie of rest—
small forests rustle through this slender braid,
braided feathers, wool, and catkins: a nest.
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Lullaby

In the lamp’s arc, in your little bed-boat
you are ferried to sleep by pictures and words;
a ritual ballast to keep you a�oat—
in the lamp’s glow, your bed rocks like a boat
on a deep sea and the story’s a moat
against monsters, against all night hazards.
See? �e lamp is a moon, your bed is a boat
and sleep is a river of pictures and words . . .


